
I often do small acts to remind people that they are loved. When I was first diagnosed, with my CF, at 
the age of 8, I walked through life worried about all my troubles and worries. Once I began reflecting on the 
burdens that others carried, I realized and became grateful for just how much I did have. 

When I graduated from my undergraduate program in 2016 and returned to Chicago, I wanted to learn 
how to bake. With each self-training session, I made increasing amounts of “extras” for passing out. I was so 
happy to see the surprised and delighted faces when I shared the creations with my neighbors, nurses, doctors, 
family, friends, classmates, and even the mailman.  

Those practice baking sessions soon morphed into monthly endeavors to make progressively complex 
gifts. I realized that I could extract tremendous worth from the simplest ingredients with diligence, effort, and 
love. I turned baking into my outlet for creativity and for giving back.  

Going out of my way to care for others by sharing my baked goods has helped shape the perspective I 
bring to my practice of medicine. Going out of my way to care for others, I realized that while each person is 
but a small piece in the grand puzzle of humanity, each tiny piece is singular and necessary to understand life’s 
larger picture.  

While I am not gifted in the traditional definition of creativity, baking is my way of expressing the 
creativity I do possess. Of all goods I have baked, the most loved recipe is my almond cake. I adapted the recipe 
from one I found in the New York Times. My secret, though, is that I make fresh almond paste based on my 
grandmother’s recipe. Almond paste is often riddled with preservatives and tastes like chemicals, so I hold 
firmly that my grandmother’s paste recipe is what truly makes this cake shine.   

 

 

 



 

 

A few pictures of the Almond Cakes I have made over the years: 

 


